Definition of Terms

**Claim Edits:** This is a program integrity tool whereby rules or filters in the AHCCCS Contractor's claims payment system identifies elements/codes of claims that are incorrectly billed or may be overbilled. The system may adjust or deny claims in this process.

**Coordination of Benefits (COB):** Those claims for which another health or disability carrier, workers’ compensation carrier, or a government payer such as Medicare or Veterans Administration has primary responsibility for payment of the claim. The AHCCCS Contractor generally identifies the existence of another payer's responsibility prior to payment and denies the claim until an explanation of benefits (EOB) is submitted indicating payment by the primary payer. The AHCCCS Contractor pays only the amount that has not been paid by the primary payer up to the amount that would be payable by the Contractor. At times another payer is identified after payment of the claim by the Contractor and the claim payment is recouped.

The amount saved should be valued at what would have been paid in the absence of the other payer or a percent of billed or allowable charges generally between 27%-32% which is determined by the Contractor according to its analysis.

**Note:** For the purposes of this report - only claims that the Contractor did not pay any amounts and did not previously encounter (whether identified pre or post claim payment) should be included in this category. Partially paid claims should not be included. In addition, denied claims with no payment due to COB that have been submitted to AHCCCS should not be included.

**Third Party Liability (TPL/Subrogation):** Those claims resulting from care for conditions resulting from an accident or occurrence which another person or entity (other than a health insurer or government health care program) has liability.

For example: Court ordered restitution payments, automobile or slip and fall accidents for which another person or entity is liable for causing some or all of the accident and therefore responsible for costs of medical care for the injured person.

TPL is always pay and chase, i.e., claims identified as having TPL are paid by the AHCCCS Contractor which will coordinate reimbursement (chase) from the liable party (and/or its insurer).
General Instructions

1. Each Program Integrity (PI) Report is dedicated to one line of business (ACC, RBHA, CMDP, DDD, and ALTCS). The report(s), along with all attachments, should be sent to the AHCCCS SharePoint site 45 days after the end of the quarter. If the 45 days after quarter end falls on a weekend or holiday, then it should be sent the next business day. If you should have any questions regarding the report or requirements, please contact DHCM Finance Unit or your Operations Compliance Officer in DHCM Operations unit.

2. All reported amounts should be the actual amounts recovered/identified during the quarter being reported (not the quarter of the date of service etc.). Thus the quarter in which the claim is adjudicated (for COB, claim edits, and “other” category) or, in case of TPL, the date the monies are received, is the quarter in which the sums are included.

3. Dental is included in all categories.

4. Pharmacy COB should be included by those Contractors that have access to that data and this should be indicated on Line C of the report. For Contractors that don’t include this data, please indicate a timeline for when that data may be included.

5. Reinsurance and joint TPL case payments from AHCCCS should not be included; however, some plans have indicated that it is not possible to exclude them. If reinsurance and/or other recoveries are included, this should be indicated on Line F and G of the report.

6. Full billed charges should not be used to value claims. The actual savings, avoidance of cost, or recovery should be reported.

7. Provide a brief explanation (see Attachment A- Program Integrity Reporting) on large fluctuations quarter over quarter in any service category (TPL, COB Dollars, Claim Edits, and Other Recoveries) in your submission. For this purpose, a large fluctuation is defined as an amount > 10% of the total for each service category. If there were no changes, indicate no changes; failure to do this will lead to rejection of your deliverable.

8. Any report submitted in a format other than Excel will be rejected back to the Contractor.

Note:

Following contract termination, the submission of the program integrity deliverable is required through the end of the quarter in which the contract terminated and then no further submissions will be necessary.
Program Integrity Report Instructions
(See Attachment A - Program Integrity Reporting on the AHCCCS website).

Contractor's Name, Line of Business and Quarter End Date: This data is summarized and reported based on the calendar year quarters, so please ensure the quarter end date is reported as mm/dd/yyyy.

A. TPL/Subrogation Dollars: Identify claims where TPL was recovered or applied and calculate total dollar amount saved through application of TPL payments during the month (the difference between the total Contractor’s allowable amount of claims and the total Contractor's payments made net or any recovery or reimbursement).

B. COB Dollars: Identify claims with COB that resulted in no payment by the plan and calculate the total dollar amount saved due to other payment coverage.

C. Claim Edits Dollars: The total amount of cost avoidance achieved on claims processed during the quarter, through system edits listed below:
   1. Bundling (CCI)
   2. Unbundling (CCI)
   3. Medically unlikely edits (Cannot be billed together) (CCI)
   4. Age/Gender Edit (e.g. Diagnosis conflict with gender)
   5. Maximum Units (Exceeding Medical Necessity)
   6. Multiple procedure ranking and reduction
   7. Assistant Surgeon/Co-Surgeon; codes allowable and reduction
   8. Service to diagnosis code mismatch
   9. Invalid CPT, HCPCS, and modifier combination
   10. Global days
   11. Benefit limit

D. Other Savings Dollars: Total dollar amount recovered during the month for reasons and through mechanisms not previously discussed in the earlier sections of these instructions. Examples of situations or edits are:
   1. AHCCCS cat/svc invalid
   2. AHCCCS cert. termed
   3. AHCCCS registration terminated
   4. Membership inactive
   5. No provider ID for location
   6. Non contracted provider
   7. Provider not registered with AHCCCS
   8. W-9 needed for payment

E. Pharmacy COB Included: Indicate Yes or No

F. Reinsurance Recoveries Included: Indicate Yes or No

G. Joint TPL Payments from AHCCCS: Indicate Yes or No